[Daily functioning in dementia: pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions demonstrate small effects on heterogeneous scales].
To assess the effects of pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions on activities of daily living in dementia and the heterogeneity of the applied measurement instruments. Four Health Technology Assessments (HTA) on dementia are summarized regarding to effects on activities of daily living. These HTA assessed RCTs on ACE-inhibitors, Memantin, Ginkgo and non-pharmacological interventions according to Cochrane standards. An overview over the domains of activities of daily living covered by the applied assessment instruments is provided. The analysis of 40 RCTs revealed indications of a beneficial effect of Donepezil, small positive effects of Galantamin, Rivastigmin and Memantin, positive effects of caregiver training in only one of five RCTs and no beneficial effects in seven RCTs on validation and reminiscence therapy, cognitive training procedures or activity-based interventions. The studies demonstrated a very heterogeneous methodological quality with regard to assessment instruments, measurement time points and report of study design and results. Harmonisation in research methods is imperative and further elaborated RCTs must be conducted.